My Opinion as To Why Police Acted So Aggressively Against Me
This is a case where our police held a bad grudge against me from the last go-around so they happily
participated in a much greater criminal act two years later when they were presented the opportunity.
Tony Veach, Eugene Violent Crimes detective was assigned to the case by City of Eugene Prosecutor
Daniel Barkovic. That is clear from the Ogletree Deakins 5-30-13 Vampire Threat Letter. Mr Barkovic
was later fired for drunk driving and refusing a breath test.
I caused him to need to answer in District Court and he ended up dismissing the charges. Go look at
the letters I sent to him about the 'evidence' back in 2011. It started politely enough but when he
ignored my questions, it got raunchier and raunchier.
I finally ended up calling him and teasing him by barking like a dog over and over as I said his name:
Bark, Bark, Bark, Bark, Barkovic. He is not allowed to illegally retaliate, as he clearly did by
assigning violent crimes detectives to a non-violent communication matter.

Tony Veach also was very unhappy with the Youtube video art that goes with the Police Internal
Headquarters Audio Recording. I managed to obtain actual audio of a cop urinating in a cop toilet and
Tony Veach made sure to tell me his feelings about that as he was arresting me at Albertson's
supermarket. They called me there to humiliate me in front of many people in my neighborhood. It
terrorized people. The police acted as domestic terrorists by repeatedly invading my privacy and using
undue armed police forces for communicating uncomfortable facts to a corporation.
Tony Veach retired right after my case. He will be exhaustively investigated. Good thing about Veach
is all anyone in authority has to do is ASK HIM and he will happily tell them whatever they want to
know. See, Tony Veach is fully aware of what he did, what the effects would be, and he went ahead
and did it anyway. What else has he perpetrated over the years?
Keep in mind recent Eugene Police evidence room 'leakage' reported last year. Keep in mind the
strange story of Officer Z, the high school cop who was turned in for molesting by his own co-workers.
Seems he molested many people. The rumors of his coercive rape over the years were rampant.
The community was shocked by his 30 day sentence for seriel molesting. He was there about a day and
released due to 'over crowding'. Yes: Our Police Are Out of Control and Lack Supervision and
Training. I made sure to tell them in many ways, they did not appreciate the Citizen trying to HELP
THEM. Talk about un-neighborly conduct here in this small town.

